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“Technology is helping to increase spend while at events
and cashless payment in the form of wristbands is likely to
become fully available. Consumers are seeking out more
experiences than material possessions which is benefitting
the music festival and concert market.”
– Helen Fricker, Senior Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

How can music concerts and festivals utilise technology more?
How can music concerts and festivals take advantage of the pre- and post-event periods?

The live music industry is in a strong position with consumers going to more concerts and festivals than
ever. This is also aided by an increase in the availability of events to attend as artists rely heavily on
live performances to counteract the losses in revenue from record sales. The weakened Pound means
consumers are likely to choose UK based leisure activities while overseas ‘music tourists’ are boosting
the market further.
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Live Nation continues to dominate
SJM increases share
Figure 20: Leading music concert and festival operators, ranked by most recent turnover*, 2015/16
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Pre-ordering goes mainstream
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Music concert visiting is growing slightly
Figure 21: Music concerts visited in the past 12 months, June 2016-17
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Music festival visiting is up
Figure 22: Music festivals visited in the past 12 months, June 2016-17

Future Visiting Intentions
Half reducing their attendance…
Figure 23: Intentions to visit UK festivals and concerts, June 2017
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…but a third will remain in the UK due to weakened Pound
Figure 24: Attitude towards exchange rate and UK festivals, June 2017
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…but usage is down
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Half have bought merchandise
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Queues are a deterrent
Figure 41: Consumer opinions in queues and safety at music events, June 2017
Music events could do more for good causes
Value for money could be improved
Figure 42: Consumer attitudes towards catering, value for money and working with good causes, June 2017

Drivers of Music Concerts and Festivals Visiting
Line-up is key
Figure 43: Consumer attitudes towards established festivals and line-up, June 2017
Concerts favoured over festivals for specific acts
Figure 44: Preference for concert versus festival, June 2017

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Abbreviations
Consumer research methodology

Appendix – Market Size and Forecast
Figure 45: UK music concerts and festivals, value forecast scenarios, 2017-22
Forecast methodology
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